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Dedicated to the 60th anniversary of Prof. K. Tandori 
1. Let § be a separable Hilbert space and denote by JSP(§), 
and .5zr(§) the sets of all bounded linear operators, compact operators, trace-class, 
and finite-rank operators acting on respectively. We set C = { / t C : |A[ = 1} and, 
if X is a Banach space and 1 we denote by LP(X) the space of (classes o f ) 
Bochner integrable functions / defined on C, with values in 3E, such that 
Assume that § is infinite dimensional. It is fairly easy to see that for any function 
Zt&ipfTiS)) one can find functions X, F<EZ,2(jf(§)) such that Z=Y*X in 
L^jf (§>)), i.e., Z(eit) = Y(e"y*X(eu) almost everywhere on C. 
In this paper we show that under certain conditions, the functions Xand Y can 
be chosen such that the ^-valued functions X(eu)h, Y(eu)h (e"£C, belong 
to a certain prescribed functional model space. The methods used here were 
developed successively in [8], [6], and [2]. Another factorization theorem for 
Hilbert—Schmidt valued functions is proved in [1], where the operator-theoretic 
implications of such factorizations are studied in some detail. We hope that these 
factorization theorems will prove to be relevant in the study of infinite dimensional 
systems. 
The research in this paper was essentially completed in 1981 and partially inspired 
our subsequent work. 
2. We will use the notation HP(X) for the Hardy subspace of L"(X). If X=C 
we write HP and LP for HP(X) and LP(3£), respectively. If A is a measurable subset of 
C, then LP(CR, 3E) will denote the space of all functions /6LP (X) that vanish almost 
everywhere off a. 
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2.1. D e f i n i t i o n . A subset S of the unit ball of H2 is said to be dominating for 
the measurable subset g of C if the closed absolutely convex hull of the set {\cp\2xa: 
(p£S} coincides with the unit ball of L 1 ^ ) : 
(2.2) <PZS} = fl/lk S 1}. 
Here, as usual, /„ denotes the characteristic function of the set a. 
In order to provide some motivation for the preceding definition let us compare 
it with the following one, suggested by one of the basic theorems of BROWN, SHIELDS 
and ZELLER [ 4 ] (these authors only consider the case in which a—C). 
2.3. D e f i n i t i o n . A subset A of the unit disc D = {X: |A[<1} is said to be 
dominating for the measurable subset a of C if almost every point of a is a nontan-
gential limit of a sequence of points in A. 
To see the connection between the two definitions let us consider the functions 
(2.4) jv(z) = ( 1 - H 2 ) 1 / 2 ( 1 - / ^ ) - \ z e e , USD, 
which belong to H2, and indeed to H°°, and for which |/>„(z)|2 equals the Poisson 
kernel function P„(z)=(l - M 2 ) | l - / I z | - 2 ; I I P J ^ l . 
2.5. P r o p o s i t i o n . If a subset AcD is dominating for cr<C, then S= 
= {/V also dominating for a. 
(See Lemma 1.2 a) in [2].) 
2.6. L e m m a . Assume that § is a separable Hilbert space, a is a measurable 
subset of C, and S is a subset of the unit ball of H2, dominating for a. Then the closure 
in Lx{a, J f ( § ) ) of the set 
Z = {2 W)\laCj (finite sums) : cp^S, C j 2 I I C J 1 } j j 
coincides with the unit ball of Ll(a, Jf(§)). 
P r o o f . The dual space of U{a , of ($)) can be identified with LT(a, 
via the bilinear form 
(2.7) (F, = ~ f\r(F(ei,)G(ei')) dt, FZL~(o, Gil}(a, X (§)). 
The set I is convex and balanced, and the Hahn—Banach theorem implies that 
it suffices to show that 
(2.8) sup{|<F,G>|: G € Z } = for FiL°°(a, <{?,(§)). 
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Since I is clearly contained in the unit ball of D (<7, ¿f (§)), we have 
K-FJ — ll-^IUII^IIi — l-^IU for 
and so it remains to check the opposite inequality. The hypothesis that S is dominating 
for a shows that the closure of I contains all functions of the form fK with f^Uia), 
K£Jf($z>), IL/1 ̂ l , || K\\ Let {Kn} be a dense sequence in the unit ball of J f (§). 
Then we have | | f l | |=sup {|tr(7?/Q|} for every Re^CS) . Thus, if F€Z,~(cr, ^ i (S)) , 
we have 
l l^0) l i = sup{|tr(F(z)fs;)|}, z€C. 
(Here and in the sequel we indicate by z£C a relation that holds almost everywhere 
on C.) The following calculation is justified for z£C: 
||F(z)|| = sup{|tr(F(zK„)[} ss sup{|!tr(F(.)^,)[ |o.} = 
{1 2,1 i — / / (e") tr (F(e")K„) dt: ¡ f f n S l J = 
= sup sup{|<F, fKn)|: f£L\o), fl/L ^ 1} = 
n 
== sup{|<F, fK)|: KV{a\ KS.X&), ¡ f l si 1, \\K}\ ^ 1} = 
^ sup{|(F, 0>|: C 6 Z - } = sup{|<F, G>|: (?€£}. 
This yields | | F | U ^ s u p {|<F, G)|: hence (2.8) holds and the proof is com-
pleted. 
3. We recall now some notation pertaining to functional model spaces; cf. [7]. 
Let % and g ' be separable Hilbert spaces, and assume that 0 : D — 5 ' ) is 
contractive and analytic: ||@(A)||Sl and 0(X) = 2Xi0k ( 0 k £ : g O ) for 
o 
/.£D. The strong limit 0 (z)= lim.^0 (rz), andhence A(z)=(l ~0{z)*0{z)fl2 also 
exist for z£C, are strongly measurable functions on C, and generate an analytic 
Toeplitz operator Tg£J?(H2C$), H2(%')) and a multiplication operator A£Se{pC8)) 
by setting, for z£C, 
(Teu)(z) = 0(z)u(z), udHHm, and (Av)(z) = A(z)v(z), 
Next we construct the function space 
= H*($')®(AL*(%))-
the bar indicating norm closure, and observe that 
(3.1) Vu = T0u®Au, u t H ' f f i ) , 
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defines an isometry from the space H2(&) into the space . As a consequence, 
are subspaces of £j(0) is the "functional model space" associated with the 
contractive analytic function 0 . 
All these spaces will be regarded as subspaces of the Hilbert function space 
Note the following relation between the adjoints of the operator Te and the 
operator 0£i?(Z,2(g), L 2 (g0) of multiplication by the function 0(z) on L2($): 
where we denote by [ ] + the natural orthogonal projection of any (scalar- or vector-
valued) function space of type L2 onto its subspace H2. 
Let us also note that for any fixed z 0£C for which 0(z„) has sense, 
V(z0)a = 0 (z o ) a©J(z o ) a , aeg, defines an isometry of 5 into g'ffi 0r. 
It will be of importance for us to consider elements of § ( 0 ) of the form 
-Ps(e)(w©0), u£H2C%'). Straightforward calculation gives 
where the norms are in the spaces L 2 (g '©g) , L2($') , and £ 2 (g) , respectively. 
If u(z)=<p(z)a, z£C, where ( p f f f 2 and a e g ' , let us denote -Pg(e)(«©0) 
by (poa.1) Thus, we have 
® = VH2(&) and S(0) = S*+e© 
(T£v)(z) = [e*v]+{z), z e e , 
¿w«®0) = (u®0)-vnu, 
and hence, 
(3.2) fi^(e)("©0)||2 = | | W | 2 - « r > | l 2 , 
(3.3) (fl>0fl)(2) = 
From (3.2) it is clear that 
(3.4) 
q  ofl)(z) = (<p(z)a®Ö)-V(z)(n(<pa))(z), zíC. 
\\cpoa\\2^ MUM-
On the other hand, we deduce from (3.3) that 
II(<P°fl)(z)|| ^ \<p(z)\\\a\\+\\[0*cpa]+(z)\\, z€C. 
In the special case of the functions (pm(z)—zm (m=0, 1, ...) we have 
m 
[ 0 > m a ] + ( z ) = Z z ^ e t a . 
Since 0fc = e 'k,0(e")dt is a contraction we deduce that 
| l [0>ma]+(z)i l ^ ( m + l ) M . 
i) In the paper [2] the notion <poa was only used for the functions <p=plt (ftdD) defined in 
(2.4), and p„oa was then denoted in the shorter form fioa. 
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and we conclude: 
(3.5) ll(<PmoiJ)(z)|| — ( m +2) | | f l [ | . 
Let us notice, furthermore, that for any / € g and / ' € 0 r \ 
((<pmoa)(z), / 'ff i /) = fa, z ~ m f - 2zk~m&kV(zT(f'®f)\, zGC. 
V k = 0 / 
Hence we see that if a runs through a sequence in g ' converging weakly to 0, then 
(q>moa)(z) also converges weakly to 0 in z£C. By virtue of linearity of 
<p o a with respect to (p this statement extends to the finite linear combinations of the 
M 
functions (pm, that is, to all polynomials p(z) = £ cmz™. 
o 
Assume now that § is a separable Hilbert space and denote by (§ , © g ) ) 
the space of norm-square integrable functions Y with values Y(z) compact operators 
in Se{9), 5 ' © 5 ) . The adjoint Y* of such a function, Y*(z) = {Y(z))*, z£C, is in 
Z.2(jf ( g ' f f i g , § ) ) . Since the function (cpod)(z) has its values in 5 ' f f i g 
(indeed, cp oa£§(©)), the function 
( ^ ( • p o f l ) ) ^ ) , zee, 
makes sense, is measurable, satisfies 
J 2 71 
\\Y*(<P o f l ) ^ / [I Y * ( e " ) ( < ? ° a ) ( e " ) ! l dt á 
* 2 IT 
= 2 ñ f 11^(^)11 ll(<P o«)(e")ll dt S i F l a l k o a l l a . 
o 
and, by virtue of (3.4), 
(3-6) l i r ^ o a ^ i n M M s H I . 
3.7. L e m m a . For any given YdL2(jT($), g ' © g ) ) , 9^H2, and for any sequence 
of elements a„€(5' weakly tending to 0, we have 
ov i , - « . 
P r o o f . As weakly convergent sequences are bounded, we may assume that 
H f l J S l . Fix e > 0 and choose a polynomial/? such that \\<p— p\\2<e (any sufficiently 
large partial sum of the power series of <p does it). As we have already proved, 
(p o a,,) (z) converges weakly to 0 in g ' f f i tf for z£C. Compactness of the values 
of Y implies then that Y*(poa„)(z) converges strongly to 0 in i.e., 
- 0, z e e . 
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On the other hand, we deduce from (3.5) that | | ( />oan)(z) | |^Mp | | an l |^Mp for a 
finite constant Mp only dependent on p\ and therefore, 
\\Y*(poan)&\\ ^ \\Y*{z)\\Mp. 
As ||y*(z)|| is square integrable by assumption, it is ¿^-integrable too, so we can 
apply the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem to get 
In its turn, (3.6) yields, when applied to <p— p in place of (p: 
||r*(fo>-iO°fl J i ^ \n\W-Ph\KW ^ \\Y*\\2s. 
So we have 
\\Y*(<poan)\\i S | | i ' * ( ( « p - p ) o a n ) | | i + l | i '* (poa n ) | | 1 S | |r* | |26 + 0 ( l ) . 
As £ > 0 was chosen arbitrary this concludes the proof of Lemma 3.7. 
A function Y£L2(jfr(§>, S ' f f i g ) ) will be said to be %(0)-oriented if Y / i € § ( 0 ) 
for every h£$j. The following examples will be of particular interest. 
3.8. L e m m a . Let cp£H2 and 5 ') . Then there exists a 9)(0)-oriented 
function <f>o 'A£U{&($>, g ' © g ) ) such that 
(<poA)(Z)h = (cpoAh)(Z), zeC, fceS, 
and 
\\<p'oA\\2^\\<pM™nkAyi*\\A¡. 
P r o o f . Choose an orthonormal basis {ej}[ in (ker^)- 1 (r = rank^l) ; then we 
r 
have Ah= 2 {K e j ) a j for üj=A e} and for all and hence, 
i 
(3.9) (<p oAh)(z) = ¿ (h> ej)((P 0 aj)(z), z£C. 
i 
Recall that each cpoaj is a vector in the space £ 2 ( g ' f f i g ) (indeed, in its subspace 
§(©)) , and therefore is a class of equivalent measurable functions. Choose represen-
tative functions f rom each of these classes, say (cpoa¡)~ (7=1, ..., r), which are de-
fined and finite valued at every point of C. The sum in (3.9) formed with these rep-
resentatives is linear in / i (e§) and therefore yields, for every fixed z on C, a linear 
operator of rank ^r, which we may denote by ((poA)"(z). By virtue of the in-
equalities 
| | 2 (h, e])(<p oa]y (z)|| s Í |(h, ej)\\\(cp o 0 /T (z ) | | == 
S ( 2 ej)\J'2{2 \\(<P o ajV (z)]|2)1/2 S \\h\\ ( 2 |(<?> oaf {z)\\2f\ 
i i i 
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and also using (3.4) we get 
10P OA)-111 = ± f 1(9 оАУ(е") 1« dt ^ 
r 1 i" ' 
^ Z j z f Kcpoaj)'(e")rdt ^ 2 MlWAejV ^ Ы 1 Н И 2 . 
i Z 7 t о 1 
Different choices of the representatives (cp о dj) " yield equivalent functions (<poA)~; 
denoting their equivalence class by <poA, relation (3.9) tells us that (<p oA)(z)h= 
={q> о Ah) (z) a.e. on C; and all the further requirements in the lemma are clearly 
satisfied also. This finishes the proof of Lemma 3.8. 
3.10. L e m m a . The operator valued function q>A®0 (<p£H2, ff)) 
defined by (<pA©0)(z)/j = <p(z)Ah©0 (й€§, zdC) also belongs to L - g ' © g ) ) , 
and so does the difference 
VTgcpA = (<pA@0)-((poA); 
moreover, we have 
\ \ V n c p A \ 2 s \ \ П \ < р А Ь Ы < р Ы ^ к А У 2 МЦ. 
Proof . - The notation is motivated by the fact that, using relation (3.3), we get 
(VT£<pA)(z)h = (<pA®0)(z)h-(q>oA)(z)h = 
= (<p(z)Ah®0)-(<p oAh)(z) = V(z)(Tff<pAh)(z), z£C. 
The inequality follows by reasons analogous to those applied in the proof of 
Lemma 3.8. 
R e m a r k . Since V(z) is an isometry, one easily sees that the same inequality 
holds for T*(pA^L 2 {^(b , S)) too. 
We shall assume from now on that dim 
3.11. L e m m a . Assume that <p£H2 and that g ' ) (j=l, 2, ...) are 
such that the norms and ranks are bounded, say 
IMjH S M, rank Aj ^N ( j = 1, 2, ...). 
I f , in addition, the ranges Aj§> (j—1,2, ...) are pairwise orthogonal in g ' , then 
lim lY*(<p 0 Aj)l = )im ¡ ( с р о А ^ У ^ = 0 J-.00 
for every YiL2^®, g ' f f ig ) ) . 
P r o o f . As (Y*(<poAj ) ( z ) )*=(<poAj )*Y(z ) , z£C, equality of the limits is 
obvious, and therefore we may treat the first limit only. 
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Because rank A j ^ N , there exists an orthonormal sequence 
such that 
N 
Ajh = 2 (&> eJn)aJn for aJn = Ajejn, h£Z>, and j = 1, 2, . . . . n=l 
It follows that 
Y*(cp oAjh) = 2 (h, ejn)Y*((p oaJn). 
n = l 
As |(/J, ej„)]s\\h\\ this implies that 
¡Y^cpoA^rS 2\\Y*(<poajMi. 
n=1 
Now, for fixed n, the sequence {ajn}JLi is orthogonal (because a jn€Aj$3) and 
bounded (by M), and therefore weakly convergent to 0. Thus, by virtue of Lemma 3.7, 
we have lim \\Y*(<p oa.JHi^O. Summing for n and applying the above inequality j—00 
we obtain that lim o^4J)||1=0, and the proof is done. 
4. We shall be keeping g , g ' and 0 fixed, with dim g ' = «>. For every nonzero 
function (pdH2 the space <pg' can be considered as a subspace of H2(%'), and hence 
we can define the operator Ave££{<pg', Hz(g)) by 
Av(cpa) = T*((pa), at g ' . 
Note that (¡og' is also infinite dimensional, so that the following notation makes sense: 
r,e(<p) = inf oXiAXA^2), 
where oe denotes the essential spectrum. This function is in the following relation 
with the function 
fjs(n) = inf<r£((0(/O0OT2), ^ D 
considered in [2]: 
Indeed, denoting by i>(g') the set of finite codimensional subspaces of g ' , and apply-
ing relation (2.13) of [2], we deduce: 
ne(P„) = miae((A* A y ' 2 ) = sup inf \\APii(Pfla)\\2 = 
= sup inf \ \ n P t l a h = sup inf II00/)*«II = 
= mfcre{(0(M)&(»yy!*) = fj0(M). The set 
Re = {c,p£H2: 0 < M U S 1, t,e((p) = 0} 
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will play an important role in the sequel. Clearly, 
R0 3 for j t € A foOO = 0}. 
4.1. L e m m a . Assume that {(pj}^<zRe, and that {ej}^ and {Nj}™ are sequences 
of positive reals and positive integers, respectively. Then there exists a sequence {3^-}" 
of pairwise orthogonal subspaces of satisfying the following conditions: 
(0 dim %'J = NJ, (ii) \\N ^ Ej 0 = 1 ,2 , . . . ) . 
P r o o f . Denote by Es the spectral measure of the self-adjoint operator 
(A*jAg,)1/2. Since r]e((pj)=0, the space £}[0, £j] (<Pjg') must be infinite dimen-
sional. A straightforward inductive argument proves the existence of orthogonal 
subspaces ^ - c g ' with dim % j = N j and such that <Pj%'j<zEj[0, eJ](<pJ%'). These 
subspaces also satisfy condition (ii) so the proof is complete. 
We are now almost ready to prove the factorization theorem which is our main 
aim in this paper. The proof will be by stepwise approximation, and the basic step 
is as follows. 
4.2. L e m m a . Suppose that the set RB is dominating for the measurable set 
aczC. If we are given /?>0, a function Z C L 1 ^ ^ ) ) , §>(0)-oriented functions 
X, Y£L2( ,3F (¡5,.G'FFI and a positive number co such that 
hAZ-Y^X^^co, 
then there exist §>(0)-orientedfunctions X', g ' f f i g ) ) such that 
(i) | | I a { Z - Y ' * X ' ) \ \ ^ n - , and (ii) \\X'-X\\^o>V2, \\Y'-Y\\z<<oV\ 
P r o o f . Fix e > 0 and co' such that \\x„(Z — Y*X)\\1<(o' <a>. An easy appli-
cation of Lemma 2.6 shows that we can find an integer w>0, functions (p1, <p2, ..., 
...,(p„£Re, and operators C j ; C2, ..., such that 
(4.3) . \\Xa{Z-Y*X- ZlcptfCJl^e and ¿ | | C y | | < a , ' . 
j=i j=i 
Choose now a new positive number <5 that will also depend on n. We apply 
Lemma 4.1 to produce a system ( g ^ : 1^/-=°° , 1 =/s=«} of pairwise orthogonal 
subspaces of g ' such that dim = rank Cj and 
(4.4) 1T* |cpj <<5 (1 S f < oo, 1 j ^ n). 
We can then choose isometries JVU: —5,'y, write the polar decompositions 
Cj=UjAj with Aj = (CjCj)1/2, and set 
Br, = WUA)'\ Djj = WijAjl2Uj. 
We clearly have CJ=D*JBij and ||By|| HI A , II = ||Cj||:1/2 ̂ o'1'2. In addition, the 
3 
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spaces { B u § : 1 oo5 l ^ / ^ л } and {£>,,§: 1 S k ^ l ^ / S n } are pairwise 
orthogonal. 
We make a final choice using Lemma 3.11: We choose integers г'х, /2, . . . , /„ 
one by one in this order, such that, upon setting 
Вj = Bt.j, Dj = Dijij (1 S ^ B ) 
we have 
(4.5) | | о / ) _ , - ) ! ! < 5 for Ф = Х and Y (1 j s n\ 
With all these choices made (we still have to say what conditions e and 8 must 
satisfy!) we define 
X' - X+Z&joBj), Y' = Y + Z ( V j oDj). 
l l 
From the general relation cp oA=((pA®0)— VT£(pA, where V is the isometry in 
(3.1), <р€Я2, and wehave 
№ ' - х \ г - WZPjBjl+ZWnvjBjh. 
Since the operators Bj have pairwise orthogonal ranges, we have 
| | 2 < p M ^ { 2 l | £J 2 ) 1 / 2 = (211С;11)1/2-
i i i 
On the other hand, using inequality (4.4) we deduce from Lemma 3.10 that 
(4.6) \\Tg(pjBj\\2 (rank Bjy/*\\Bj\\ - ¿ ( rank C,)1/2 | |C,p/2. 
We conclude: 
\\X'-X\\2 s ю'1,2+д<а'Ч2 2 ( r a n k Cj)1'2. 
i 
The same inequality obviously holds for | | У —У||2 too. It is now clear that <5 can 
be chosen so that the inequalities (ii) of the statement aie verified (note that 5 is 
chosen after t h e Cj, l^j^n). 
In order to verify (i) we first note that the orthogonality of the spaces g y implies 
that 
(ViDfcpjBj = 0 (i ((pjDjfcpjBj = \<Pj\*D]Bj = \<Pj\2Cj. 
We have 
Y'*X' = Y*X+Y*(2<Pj°BJ) + ( 2 V j ° D j : ) * X + Q , 
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where 
Q = 2 2 (<Pj °DjfifPi0 AO = 2 (<Pj dJ © (vj Bj © + i t i 
+ 2 ((cpjDj®0)*R+s*((pJBj@0))+s*R, 1 
with 
R = 2vn(cpjBj), s= 2vn(<PiDd. 
i i 
Comparing these relations and applying the obvious inegality | | £M| | 1 ^ | |L | | 2 | |M ||2 
we obtain: 
||Z<r(Z-r*X')lli S I\xAZ-Y*X-2 \<p\2jCj\\1+2(\\Y*(<pJoBJ)W1 + 1 1 
i 
Applying inequalities (4.3), (4.5), (4.6) and the fact that \\Dj\\ =||B,-[| = | |C/II1 / 2«», 
we infer 
Ix,(Z-r*JST01, ^ E+2nd + 25co 2 (rank Cjy<*+82co(2 (rank C;)1/2)2, 
and it clearly follows that (i) is verified if e and 5 are chosen appropriately small. 
The lemma is proved. 
We prove now the main result of this paper, which is a rather standard self-
improvement of Lemma 4.2. It actually generalizes Theorem A of [2], case 9=0. 
4.7. T h e o r e m . Suppose that the set R0 is dominating for the measurable set 
ercC'. If we are given a function Z^L1^(§>)), and $o(Q)-oriented functions 
X, Y£L2(3ir(%, g ' f f i g ) ) , then for any number a> for which \\xa(Z-Y*X)\\1<co, 
there exist 9>(0)-oriented functions X', g ' © g ) ) such that 
(i) Z(z)=(Y'*X')(z) for almost every and 
(ii) | | A " - J r | | 2 < A ^ , | |F ' —F||2<CO1/2. 
P r o o f . Choose a>' such that ||x<r(Z—Y*X)\\1<eo'<a>, and a positive number 
such that (1 -9 1 / 2 )~ W 1 / 2<a> 1 / 2 . Set X0=X and Y0=Y. An inductive appli-
cation of Lemma 4.2 shows the existence of §(0)-or iented functions X„, Yn («£ 1) 
satisfying for n=0 the inequalities 
WxAZ-YiXMi^Pco', and \\Xn+1-Xn\\2, | | r n + 1 - r j 2 ^ Wco'yi*. 
These inequalities show that {A^} and { y„} are Cauchy sequences in L2(JT(§, g ' © g)) 
3» 
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a n d , u p o n set t ing X'— l im Xn, Y' = l im Y„, w e h a v e 
n - » e o t l — oo 
2 W u ' ) 1 1 2 = ( i - s 1 1 2 ) - 1 ^ 1 1 2 ^ co112 
n = 0 n = 0 
a n d , a n a l o g o u s l y , \\Y'-Y||2<a>1/2. I t a lso fo l lows t h a t H j ^ Z - y ' T O I I ^ O , a n d 
th i s c o n c l u d e s t h e p r o o f of o u r t h e o r e m . 
W e r e m i n d the r e a d e r o f the f ac t f r o m [2] t h a t t h e re la t ions in the i n t r o d u c t o r y 
p a r t of Sect ion 4 imply t h a t t h e a s s u m p t i o n of T h e o r e m 4.7 conce rn ing t h e se t R 0 
is ce r t a in ly satisfied if t h e r igh t essent ia l spec t rum of t h e m o d e l o p e r a t o r S(0) is 
d o m i n a t i n g f o r t h e set a . 
A n a t u r a l c o n t i n u a t i o n of t h e circle of ideas in th i s p a p e r t akes p lace in [1], 
w h e r e app l i ca t i ons t o invar i an t subspaces a n d reflexivi ty a r e discussed. 
T h e a u t h o r s o w e t o D r . L . K é r c h y f o r s o m e u s e f u l sugges t ions h e h a s m a d e w h e n 
r e a d i n g a d r a f t o f th is pape r . 
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*' It should be remarked that the proof of Lemma 2.4 in [2], p. 249, needs some correction 
because the term (CO1/V1/2+<B1/'VI/8+cor)e in the estimate of [|i2|J contains the number r depending 
on E, and therefore may not be small for S small. However, this situation can be easily remedied by 
requiring in the choice of the sequence {¿>m)i in (2-23), that ^ ( / /„o i^»^^^/ - , instead of s e . (The 
term in question changes then to (2co1/2+co)e) 
Further minor corrections for the same page in [2]: in the 2nd rows from above and from below 
change S for Sa, and (2.19) for (2.20), respectively. 
